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Title: AIR-CONDITIONING INDOOR UNIT

Abstract: Provided is an air-conditioning indoor unit that can alter the direction of a Coanda airflow. In the air-conditioning indoor unit (10), a control unit (40) controls in a manner so that: the orientation of a Coanda airflow becomes a first orientation by means of causing the posture of a Coanda vane (32) to be a first posture; and the orientation of the Coanda airflow becomes a second orientation differing from the first orientation by means of causing the posture of the Coanda vane (32) to be a second posture differing from the first posture. Here, the posture of an airflow-direction adjustment vane (31) may be caused to be different with respect to each of the first posture and second posture of the Coanda vane (32). Additionally, the posture of the Coanda vane (32) is selected by means of a remote control (50).

要約: コアンドア流の方向を変更できる空調室内機を提供する。空調室内機（10）では、制御部（40）は、コアンドア羽根（32）の姿勢を第1の姿勢にすることによってコアンドア流の向きを第1の向きにし、コアンドア羽根（32）の姿勢を第1の姿勢とは異なる第2の姿勢にすることによってコアンドア流の向きを第1の向きとは異なる第2の向きにすることによって制御する。このとき、コアンドア羽根（32）の第1の姿勢および第2の姿勢それぞれに対しても、風向調整羽根（31）の姿勢を異ならせてもよい。なお、コアンドア羽根（32）の姿勢は、リモコン（50）により選択される。
DESCRIPTION

AIR-CONDITIONING INDOOR UNIT

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to an air-conditioning indoor unit.

BACKGROUND ART

Recently there has been investigation of air conditioners that use the Coanda effect to bring the blown air to a predetermined zone. For example, in the air conditioner disclosed in Patent Literature 1 (Japanese Laid-open Patent Application Publication No. 2002-61938), a front surface inclined part of a front surface panel has a shape that is slightly inclined toward the ceiling. When conditioned air blown out from a blow-out port is deflected to the front surface inclined part by a vertical airflow direction plate, the conditioned air is led toward the ceiling along the front surface inclined part. As a result, the conditioned air can be brought farther along the ceiling surface.

However, in an air conditioner such as the one described above, because a Coanda airflow is created using the Coanda effect of the front surface panel, a Coanda airflow in only one direction can be selected. Therefore, the direction of the Coanda airflow cannot be varied if there is any difference in the size and/or shape of the air conditioning target space or in the installed position of the air conditioner, or if there is an obstacle in the direction of the Coanda airflow.

OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

It is the object of the present invention to substantially overcome or at least ameliorate one or more of the foregoing disadvantages or to substantially address one or more of the above discussed needs.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides an air-conditioning indoor unit having a Coanda effect utilization mode that utilizes the Coanda effect which is a phenomenon where, if there is a wall surface near the flow of a gas, the gas tends to flow in a direction along the wall surface even if the direction of the flow and the direction of the wall surface are different, to guide, in a
predetermined direction, a flow of outlet air blown out from an air outlet, the air conditioning indoor unit comprising:

- a blow-out port from which blown air is blown out;
- a Coanda vane being provided in proximity to the blow-out port, the Coanda vane for making the blown air into a Coanda airflow along a bottom surface thereof via the Coanda effect; and
- a controller for performing a control so as to bring a direction of the Coanda airflow to a first direction by bringing an orientation of the Coanda vane to a first orientation, and to bring the direction of the Coanda airflow to a second direction different from the first direction by bringing the orientation of the Coanda vane to a second orientation different from the first orientation,

wherein, during the Coanda effect use mode, height positions of the rear end of the Coanda vane are different between the first orientation and the second orientation.

According to an air-conditioning indoor unit in an embodiment of the present invention, because the orientation of the Coanda vane can be varied to another orientation different from the current orientation, the direction of the Coanda airflow changes and the position reached by the Coanda airflow changes as well. As a result, the Coanda airflow can be varied to a direction suitable for surrounding conditions such as the size and/or shape of the air conditioning target space. For example, when the position reached by the Coanda airflow is varied according to the size of the air conditioning target space or when there is an obstacle in the direction of the Coanda airflow, the Coanda airflow can be directed in a direction that avoids the obstacle.

Preferably, the air-conditioning indoor unit further includes a movable airflow direction adjustment vane for varying the vertical direction of the blown air. The orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane varies with both the first orientation and the second orientation of the Coanda vane.

In this air-conditioning indoor unit, the direction of the Coanda airflow can be varied by the Coanda vane alone, but because the variation width thereof is not large, the allowable variation range of the Coanda airflow is enlarged by causing the direction of the blown air causing the Coanda airflow to vary using the airflow direction adjustment vane.
Preferably, the air-conditioning indoor unit further includes a remote control for remotely operating the direction of the Coanda airflow. The orientation of the Coanda vane is selected by the remote control.

In this air-conditioning indoor unit, the user can, via the remote control, select at least between a mode of simply blowing conditioned air upward, and a mode of sending conditioned air far. For example, the conditioned air can be spread evenly throughout the air conditioning target space by selecting the mode of sending conditioned air far.

Preferably the remote control has size input means for inputting the size of the air conditioning target space. The controller selects the orientation of the Coanda vane on the basis of the size of the air conditioning target space when the size of the air conditioning target space is inputted via the size input means.

In this air-conditioning indoor unit, because the size of the air conditioning target space can be inputted via the remote control, the user can select the orientation of the Coanda vane and vary the direction of the Coanda airflow in accordance with the size of the room where the indoor unit is installed.

Preferably, the remote control also has distance input means for inputting an opposing distance from the blow-out port to an opposite wall forward from the blow-out port. The controller determines the orientation of the Coanda vane on the basis of the opposing distance when the opposing distance is inputted via the distance input means.

In this air-conditioning indoor unit, because the user can input the opposing distance from the blow-out port to the forward opposite wall via the remote control, the orientation of the Coanda vane can be determined and the direction of the Coanda airflow can be varied in accordance with the opposing distance in the room where the indoor unit is installed, for example.

Preferably, the air-conditioning indoor unit further includes a distance sensor. The distance sensor measures the distance from the blow-out port to an opposite wall forward from the blow-out port. The controller determines the orientation of the Coanda vane on the basis of the value measured by the distance sensor. This air-conditioning indoor unit is easily usable because there is no need for the user to input the opposing distance.
Preferably, the orientations of the Coanda vane include at least a ceiling-blowing orientation for bringing the Coanda airflow to the ceiling. The controller adjusts the orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane and/or the orientation of the Coanda vane in the ceiling-blowing orientation to regularly vary the position reached by the Coanda airflow.

When cold air or warm air continually contacts a single point on the ceiling, for example, there is a possibility of only the contacted surface becoming extremely soiled. There is also a possibility of dew condensation due to continual contact of cold air. Therefore, in this air-conditioning indoor unit, localized soiling and dew condensation on the ceiling can be suppressed by regularly varying the surface contacted by the airflow.

In the air-conditioning indoor unit according to an embodiment of the present invention, because the orientation of the Coanda vane can be varied to another orientation different from the current orientation, the direction of the Coanda airflow changes and the position reached by the Coanda airflow changes as well. As a result, the Coanda airflow can be varied to a direction suitable for surrounding conditions such as the size and/or shape of the air conditioning target space.

In the air-conditioning indoor unit according to an embodiment of the present invention, the allowable variation range of the Coanda airflow is enlarged by causing the direction of the blown air causing the Coanda airflow to vary using the airflow direction adjustment vane.

In the air-conditioning indoor unit according to an embodiment of the present invention, the user can, via the remote control, select at least between a mode of simply blowing conditioned air upward, and a mode of sending conditioned air far.

In the air-conditioning indoor unit according to an embodiment of the present invention, because the size of the air conditioning target space can be inputted via the remote control, the user can select the orientation of the Coanda vane and vary the direction of the Coanda airflow in accordance with the size of the room where the indoor unit is installed.

In the air-conditioning indoor unit according to an embodiment of the present invention, because the user can input the opposing distance from the blow-out port to the forward opposite wall- via the remote control, the orientation of the Coanda vane can be
determined and the direction of the Coanda airflow can be varied in accordance with the opposing distance in the room where the indoor unit is installed, for example.

In the air-conditioning indoor unit according to an embodiment of the present invention is easily usable because there is no need for the user to input the opposing distance.

In the air-conditioning indoor unit according to an embodiment of the present invention, localized soiling and dew condensation on the ceiling can be suppressed by regularly varying the surface contacted by the airflow.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of an air-conditioning indoor unit according to an embodiment of the present invention when operation has stopped.

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the air-conditioning indoor unit while operating.

FIG. 3A is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane and the Coanda vane during normal forward blowing of blown air.

FIG. 3B is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane and the Coanda vane during normal forward-downward blowing of blown air.

FIG. 3C is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane and the Coanda vane during Coanda airflow forward blowing.

FIG. 3D is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane and the Coanda vane during Coanda airflow ceiling blowing.
FIG. 3E is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane and the Coanda vane during downward blowing.

FIG. 4A is a schematic drawing showing the blown air direction and the Coanda airflow direction.

FIG. 4B is a schematic drawing showing an example of the opening angle between the airflow direction adjustment vane and the Coanda vane.

FIG. 5A is a comparative drawing, during Coanda airflow forward blowing, of the inner angle formed by the tangent to the final end F of the scroll and the Coanda vane, and the inner angle formed by the tangent to the final end F of the scroll and the airflow direction adjustment vane.

FIG. 5B is a comparative drawing, during Coanda airflow ceiling blowing, of the inner angle formed by the tangent to the final end F of the scroll and the Coanda vane, and the inner angle formed by the tangent to the final end F of the scroll and the airflow direction adjustment vane.

FIG. 6A is a side view of an installation space of the air-conditioning indoor unit, showing the airflow direction of the Coanda airflow when the Coanda vane assumes a first orientation.

FIG. 6B is a side view of the installation space of the air-conditioning indoor unit, showing the airflow direction of the Coanda airflow when the Coanda vane assumes a second orientation.

FIG. 6C is a side view of the installation space of the air-conditioning indoor unit, showing the airflow direction of the Coanda airflow when the Coanda vane assumes a fourth orientation.

FIG. 7A is a block diagram showing the relationship between the controller and a remote control.

FIG. 7B is a front view of the display showing sub-menus of the "Coanda airflow direction setting" menu.

FIG. 8A is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane and the Coanda vane when the Coanda vane is in the third orientation.

FIG. 8B is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane and the Coanda vane when the Coanda vane is in the fifth orientation.

FIG. 9A is a side view of the installation space of the air-conditioning indoor unit, showing the airflow direction of the Coanda airflow when the Coanda vane assumes an upward orientation.
FIG. 9B is a side view of the installation space of the air-conditioning indoor unit, showing the airflow direction of the Coanda airflow when the Coanda vane swings in the ceiling-blowing orientation.

FIG. 10A is a front view of the display according to the first modification, showing sub-menus of the "Coanda airflow direction setting" menu.

FIG. 10B is a front view of the display according to the second modification, showing sub-menus of the "Coanda airflow direction setting" menu.

FIG. 10C is a block diagram showing the relationship between the controller, a distance sensor, and the remote control.

10 DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Embodiments of the present invention are described below with reference to the drawings. The following embodiments are specific examples of the present invention and are not intended to limit the technical scope of the present invention.

(1) Configuration of air-conditioning indoor unit 10

FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of an air-conditioning indoor unit 10 according to an embodiment of the present invention when operation has stopped. FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the air-conditioning indoor unit 10 while operating. In FIGS. 1 and 2, the air-conditioning indoor unit 10 is a wall-mounted type unit, equipped with a main body casing 11, an indoor heat exchanger 13, an indoor fan 14, a bottom frame 16, and a controller 40.

The main body casing 11 has a top surface part 11a, a front surface panel 11b, a back surface plate 11c, and a bottom horizontal plate 11d, and the interior of the casing accommodates the indoor heat exchanger 13, the indoor fan 14, the bottom frame 16, and the controller 40.

The top surface part 11a is positioned in the top of the main body casing 11 and an intake port (not shown) is provided in the front of the top surface part 11a.

The front surface panel 11b constitutes the front surface part of the indoor unit, and has a flat shape with no intake port. The front surface panel 11b is also turnably supported at the top end on the top surface part 11a, and can be actuated in the manner of a hinge.

The indoor heat exchanger 13 and the indoor fan 14 are attached to the bottom frame 16. The indoor heat exchanger 13 conducts heat exchange with air passing therethrough. The indoor heat exchanger 13 also has a shape of inverted V that is bent with both ends extending downward as seen in a side view, and the indoor fan 14 is positioned under the indoor heat exchanger 13. The indoor fan 14, which is a cross flow fan, blows the air taken
from within the room back out into the room after causing the air to pass through while in contact with the indoor heat exchanger 13.

A blow-out port 15 is provided in the bottom part of the main body casing 11. The blow-out port 15 is provided with a turnable airflow direction adjustment vane 31 for varying the direction of blown air that is blown out from the blow-out port 15. The airflow direction adjustment vane 31, which is driven by a motor (not shown), not only varies the direction of the blown air but can also open and close the blow-out port 15. The airflow direction adjustment vane 31 can assume a plurality of orientations of different incline angles.

A Coanda vane 32 is provided in proximity to the blow-out port 15. The Coanda vane 32 can be made by a motor (not shown) to assume an orientation inclined in the forward-backward direction, and when operation has stopped, the vane is accommodated in an accommodation part 130 provided to the front surface panel 11b. The Coanda vane 32 can assume a plurality of orientations of different incline angles.

The blow-out port 15 is joined with the interior of the main body casing 11 by a blow-out flow channel 18. The blow-out flow channel 18 is formed from the blow-out port 15 along a scroll 17 of the bottom frame 16.

Indoor air is drawn into the indoor fan 14 via the intake port and the indoor heat exchanger 13 by the working of the indoor fan 14, and is blown out from the indoor fan 14 and then from the blow-out port 15 via the blow-out flow channel 18.

The controller 40 is positioned to the right of the indoor heat exchanger 13 and the indoor fan 14 when the main body casing 11 is viewed from the front surface panel 11b, and the controller controls rotational speed of the indoor fan 14 and the actuating of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32.

(2) Detailed configuration

(2-1) Front surface panel 11b

The front surface panel 11b extends in a slight arcuate curve from the top front of the main body casing 11 toward the front edge of the bottom horizontal plate 11d, as shown in FIG. 1. In the bottom part of the front surface panel 11b there is an area recessed toward the inside of the main body casing 11. The recessed depth of this area is set so as to match the thickness dimension of the Coanda vane 32, and this area constitutes the accommodation part 130 where the Coanda vane 32 is accommodated. The surface of the accommodation part 130 also has a slight curve.

(2-2) Blow-out port 15

The blow-out port 15, which is formed in the bottom part of the main body casing 11
as shown in FIG. 1, is a rectangular opening the long sides of which run in the horizontal direction (the direction orthogonal to the image plane of FIG. 1). The bottom end of the blow-out port 15 touches the front edge of the bottom horizontal plate 11d, and an imaginary plane joining the bottom and top ends of the blow-out port 15 is inclined forward and upward.

(2-3) Scroll 17

The scroll 17 is a dividing wall curved so as to face the indoor fan 14, and is part of the bottom frame 16. The final end F of the scroll 17 reaches the peripheral edge proximity of the blow-out port 15. Air passing through the blow-out flow channel 18 progresses along the scroll 17, and the air is sent tangentially to the final end F of the scroll 17. Therefore, if the blow-out port 15 did not have the airflow direction adjustment vane 31, the airflow direction of air blown out from the blow-out port 15 would flow substantially along a tangent LO to the final end F of the scroll 17.

(2-4) Vertical airflow direction adjustment plate 20

A vertical airflow direction adjustment plate 20 has a plurality of vane pieces 201 and a linking rod 203 for linking the plurality of vane pieces 201 as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. The vertical airflow direction adjustment plate 20 is disposed nearer to the indoor fan 14 than the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 within the blow-out flow channel 18.

The vane pieces 201 move left and right centered about a vertical state relative to the longitudinal direction of the blow-out port 15, due to the horizontal back-and-forth movement of the linking rod 203 along the longitudinal direction. The linking rod 203 is moved horizontally back and forth by a motor (not shown).

(2-5) Airflow direction adjustment vane 31

The airflow direction adjustment vane 31 has a surface area sufficient to close the blow-out port 15. With the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 in a state of closing the blow-out port 15, the outer surface 31a thereof is finished to a convex and slightly arcuate curved surface in the outer side so as to be an extension of the curved surface of the front surface panel 11b. The inner surface 31b (see FIG. 2) of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is an arcuate curved surface substantially parallel to the outer surface.

The airflow direction adjustment vane 31 has a turning shaft 311 at the bottom end. The turning shaft 311, which is in proximity to the bottom end of the blow-out port 15, is linked to a rotating shaft of a stepping motor (not shown) fixed to the main body casing 11.

The turning shaft 311 turns counterclockwise in the front view of FIG. 1, whereby the top end of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is actuated so as to draw away from
the top end of the blow-out port 15, thus opening the blow-out port 15. Conversely, the turning shaft 311 turns clockwise in the front view of FIG. 1, whereby the top end of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is actuated so as to draw near the top end of the blow-out port 15, thus closing the blow-out port 15.

With the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 in a state of leaving the blow-out port 15 open, the air blown out from the blow-out port 15 flows substantially along the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31. Specifically, the air blown out substantially tangentially to the final end F of the scroll 17 is varied in terms of airflow direction somewhat upward by the airflow direction adjustment vane 31.

(2-6) Coanda vane 32

The Coanda vane 32 is accommodated in the accommodation part 130 while air-conditioning operation has stopped and during operation in a normal blow-out mode, described hereinafter. The Coanda vane 32 separates from the accommodation part 130 by turning. A turning shaft 321 of the Coanda vane 32 is provided to a position in proximity to the bottom end of the accommodation part 130 and on the inner side of the main body casing 11 (a position above the top wall of the blow-out flow channel 18), and the bottom end of the Coanda vane 32 and the turning shaft 321 are linked with a predetermined gap in between them. Therefore, the more the turning shaft 321 turns and the farther the Coanda vane 32 separates from the accommodation part 130 in the indoor unit front surface, the more the Coanda vane 32 rotates so that the bottom end thereof is positioned at a lower height. The incline when the Coanda vane 32 has rotated open is less than the incline of the indoor unit front surface.

In the present embodiment, the accommodation part 130 is provided outside of a blowing path, and the entire Coanda vane 32 when accommodated is accommodated on the outside of the blowing path. An alternative to this structure is one in which only part of the Coanda vane 32 is accommodated on the outside of the blowing path and the rest is accommodated within the blowing path (in the top wall part of the blowing path, for example).

The turning shaft 321 turns counterclockwise in the front view of FIG. 1, whereby both the top and bottom ends of the Coanda vane 32 separate from the accommodation part 130 while moving in an arc; but at this time, the shortest distance between the top end and the accommodation part 130 in the indoor unit front surface above the blow-out port is greater than the shortest distance between the bottom end and the accommodation part 130. Specifically, the Coanda vane 32 is controlled in an orientation so as to separate from the
indoor unit front surface as the vane moves forward. The turning shaft 321 then turns clockwise in the front view of FIG. 1, whereby the Coanda vane 32 draws near the accommodation part 130 and is ultimately accommodated in the accommodation part 130. The orientations of the Coanda vane 32 in an operating state include being accommodated in the accommodation part 130, rotating to be inclined forward and upward, further rotating to be substantially horizontal, and further rotating to be inclined forward and downward.

With the Coanda vane 32 accommodated in the accommodation part 130, the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32 is finished to a convex and slightly arcuate curved surface in the outer side so as to be an extension of the slightly arcuate curved surface of the front surface panel 11b. The inner surface 32b of the Coanda vane 32 is finished to an arcuate curved surface so as to run along the surface of the accommodation part 130.

The longitudinal dimension of the Coanda vane 32 is set so as to be equal to or greater than the longitudinal dimension of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31. The reason for this is because all of the blown air of which the airflow direction is adjusted by the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is received by the Coanda vane 32, and the purpose is to prevent blown air from the sides of the Coanda vane 32 from short circuiting.

(3) Blown air direction control

As means for controlling the direction of blown air, the air-conditioning indoor unit of the present embodiment has a normal blowing mode in which only the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is turned to adjust the direction of blown air, a Coanda effect use mode in which the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 are turned to make the blown air into a Coanda airflow along the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32 due to the Coanda effect, and a blow down mode in which the distal ends of both the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 are oriented forward and downward to lead the blown air downward.

Because the orientations of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 change with each blown direction of air in the modes described above, the orientations are described with reference to FIGS. 3A to 3E. The blown direction can be selected by the user through a remote control or the like. The mode and blown direction can also be controlled so as to vary automatically.

(3-1) Normal blowing mode

The normal blowing mode is a mode in which only the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is turned to adjust the direction of blown air, and this mode includes "normal forward blowing" and "normal forward-downward blowing."
(3-1-1) Normal forward blowing

FIG. 3A is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 during normal forward blowing of blown air. In FIG. 3A, when the user selects "normal forward blowing," the controller 40 turns the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 until the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 comes to a substantially horizontal position. When the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 has an arcuate curved surface as in the present embodiment, the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is turned until a tangent to the front end E1 of the inner surface 31b is substantially horizontal. As a result, the blown air is in a forward blowing state.

(3-1-2) Normal forward-downward blowing

FIG. 3B is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 during normal forward-downward blowing of blown air. In FIG. 3B, the user should select "normal forward-downward blowing" when desiring the blown direction to be further down than "normal forward blowing."

At this time, the controller 40 turns the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 until the tangent to the front end E1 of the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is oriented more forward and downward than horizontal. As a result, the blown air is in a forward-downward blowing state.

(3-2) Coanda effect use mode

The term Coanda (effect) refers to a phenomenon whereby, when there is a wall next to a flow of a gas or liquid, the flow diverts toward a direction along the wall surface even if the flow direction and wall direction are different (Hōsoku no jiten, Asakura Publishing Co., Ltd.). The Coanda effect use mode includes "Coanda airflow forward blowing" and "Coanda airflow ceiling blowing" which use the Coanda effect.

The method for defining the blown air direction and the Coanda airflow direction differs depending on how the reference position is found, and one example is therefore given below. However, the method is not limited to this example. FIG. 4A is a schematic drawing showing the blown air direction and the Coanda airflow direction. In FIG. 4A, to create a Coanda effect on the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32, the incline of the blown air direction (D1) varied by the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 must be close to the orientation (incline) of the Coanda vane 32. When the two are too far apart, there is no Coanda effect. Therefore, in the present Coanda effect use mode, the Coanda vane 32 and the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 must have a predetermined opening angle or less, and both adjustment vanes (31, 32) are brought within this range to give rise to the
relationship described above. After the airflow direction of the blown air is changed to D1 by the airflow direction adjustment vane 31, it is then changed to D2 by the Coanda effect as shown in FIG. 4A.

In the Coanda effect use mode of the present embodiment, the Coanda vane 32 is preferably in a position in front of (downstream of the blowing) and above the airflow direction adjustment vane 31.

The method for defining the opening angle between the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 differs depending on how the reference position is found, and one example is therefore given below. However, the method is not limited to this example. FIG. 4B is a schematic drawing showing an example of the opening angle of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32. In FIG. 4B, the opening angle $\theta$ between the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 is expressed as $\theta = \theta_2 - \theta_1$, wherein the angle between a horizontal line and a straight line joining the front and rear ends of the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is the incline angle $\theta_1$ of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31, and the angle between the horizontal line and a straight line joining the front and rear ends of the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32 is the incline angle $\theta_2$ of the Coanda vane 32. $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are not absolute values, but are negative values when below the horizontal line in the front view of FIG. 4B.

In both "Coanda airflow forward blowing" and "Coanda airflow ceiling blowing," the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 preferably assume orientations in which the inner angle formed by the tangent to the final end F of the scroll 17 and the Coanda vane 32 is greater than the inner angle formed by the tangent to the final end F of the scroll 17 and the airflow direction adjustment vane 31.

For the inner angle, refer to FIG. 5A (a comparative drawing, during Coanda airflow forward blowing, of the inner angle R2 formed by the tangent L0 to the final end F of the scroll 17 and the Coanda vane 32, and the inner angle R1 formed by the tangent L0 to the final end F of the scroll 17 and the airflow direction adjustment vane 31) and FIG. 5B (a comparative drawing, during Coanda airflow ceiling blowing, of the inner angle R2 formed by the tangent L0 to the final end F of the scroll 17 and the Coanda vane 32, and the inner angle R1 formed by the tangent L0 to the final end F of the scroll 17 and the airflow direction adjustment vane 31).

In the Coanda vane 32 during the Coanda effect use mode as shown in FIG. 5B, the distal end of the Coanda vane 32 is forward and above being horizontal, and is positioned
farther outward and above the blow-out port 15. As a result, the Coanda airflow reaches further, strong airflows that would pass over the top side of the Coanda vane are suppressed, and upward diverting of the Coanda airflow is not likely to be inhibited.

The Coanda airflow is also created easily by the Coanda effect in the upstream side because the rear end of the Coanda vane 32 is at a lower height position than when operation has stopped.

(3-2-1) Coanda airflow forward blowing

FIG. 3C is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 during Coanda airflow forward blowing. In FIG. 3, when "Coanda airflow forward blowing" is selected, the controller 40 turns the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 until the tangent L1 to the front end E1 of the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is forward and lower than being horizontal.

Next, the controller 40 turns the Coanda vane 32 until the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32 reaches a substantially horizontal position. When the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32 has an arcuate curved surface as in the present embodiment, the Coanda vane 32 is turned until the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the outer surface 32a is substantially horizontal. In other words, the inner angle R2 formed by the tangent L0 and the tangent L2 is greater than the inner angle R1 formed by the tangent L0 and the tangent L1, as shown in FIG. 5A.

The blown air adjusted to forward-downward blowing by the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 flows against the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32 due to the Coanda effect, and changes to a Coanda airflow along the outer surface 32a.

Therefore, even if the direction of the tangent L1 to the front end E1 of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is forward-downward blowing, the direction of the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the Coanda vane 32 is horizontal, and the blown air is therefore blown out in the direction of the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32, i.e. in a horizontal direction, due to the Coanda effect.

Thus, the Coanda vane 32 separates from the indoor unit front surface, lessening the incline, and the blown air is readily subjected to the Coanda effect further forward than the front surface panel 11b. As a result, even when the blown air of which the airflow direction is adjusted by the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is blown forward and downward, the air is diverted horizontally by the Coanda effect. This means that the airflow direction is varied while pressure loss due to the draft resistance of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is suppressed, more so than in a conventional (Patent Literature 1) method in which air
immediately after passing through the blow-out port is brought near the front surface panel and directed upward by the Coanda effect of the front surface panel.

(3-2-2) Coanda airflow ceiling blowing

FIG. 3D is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 during Coanda airflow ceiling blowing. In FIG. 3D, when "Coanda airflow ceiling blowing" is selected, the controller 40 turns the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 until the tangent L1 to the front end E1 of the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is horizontal.

Next, the controller 40 turns the Coanda vane 32 until the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the outer surface 32a is oriented forward and upward. In other words, the inner angle R2 formed by the tangent L0 and the tangent L2 is greater than the inner angle R1 formed by the tangent L0 and the tangent L1, as shown in FIG. 5B. The blown air adjusted to horizontal blowing by the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 flows against the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32 due to the Coanda effect, and changes to a Coanda airflow along the outer surface 32a.

Therefore, even when the direction of the tangent L1 to the front end E1 of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is forward blowing, the blown air is blown out in the direction of the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32, i.e. toward the ceiling due to the Coanda effect because the direction of the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the Coanda vane 32 is forward-upward blowing. The Coanda airflow reaches farther because the distal end of the Coanda vane 32 protrudes farther outward than the blow-out port 15. Furthermore, because the distal end of the Coanda vane 32 is positioned higher than the blow-out port 15, airflows that would pass over the top side of the Coanda vane are suppressed, and upward diverting of the Coanda airflow is therefore not likely to be inhibited.

Thus, the Coanda vane 32 separates from the indoor unit front surface, lessening the incline, and the blown air is readily subjected to the Coanda effect farther forward than the front surface panel 11b. As a result, even when the blown air of which the airflow direction is adjusted by the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is blown forward, the air is diverted upward by the Coanda effect. This means that the airflow direction is varied while pressure loss due to the draft resistance of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is suppressed, more so than in the conventional (Patent Literature 1) method in which air immediately after passing through the blow-out port is brought near the front surface panel and directed upward by the Coanda effect of the front surface panel.
As a result, the blown air is diverted toward the ceiling while the blow-out port 15 remains seemingly open, more so than in the invention disclosed in Patent Literature 1 in which an airflow is created along the front surface panel. In other words, the blown air is diverted toward the ceiling while the draft resistance is kept low.

The longitudinal dimension of the Coanda vane 32 is equal to or greater than the longitudinal dimension of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31. Therefore, all of the blown air of which the airflow direction is adjusted by the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 can be received by the Coanda vane 32, and the effect of preventing blown air from the sides of the Coanda vane 32 from short circuiting is also achieved.

(3-3) Downward blowing mode

FIG. 3E is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 during downward blowing. In FIG. 3E, when "downward blowing" is selected, the controller 40 turns the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 until the tangent to the front end E1 of the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is oriented downward.

Next, the controller 40 turns the Coanda vane 32 until the tangent to the front end E2 of the outer surface 32a is oriented downward. As a result, the blown air is passed between the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 and blown downward.

Particularly, even when the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is oriented further downward than the tangent angle of the final end of the scroll 17, the controller 40 can create a downward airflow against the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32 by implementing the downward blowing mode.

(4) Actuation

The actuation of the air-conditioning indoor unit, which uses the blown air direction control described above, is described below with reference to the drawings.

(4-1) First orientation of Coanda vane 32

FIG. 6A is a side view of an installation space of the air-conditioning indoor unit, showing the airflow direction of the Coanda airflow when the Coanda vane 32 assumes a first orientation. In FIG. 6A, the air-conditioning indoor unit 10 is installed at the top of an indoor side wall. The Coanda vane 32 is in a state of being accommodated in the accommodation part 130 (referred to hereinafter as the first orientation). Due to the orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 being more upward than horizontal when the Coanda vane 32 is in the first orientation, the blown air of which the airflow direction is adjusted by the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 separates from the inner surface 31b, after which the direction of the air changes so as to be
pulled to the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32, and the air forms a first Coanda airflow and flows along the front surface panel 11b and the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32.

Herein is a description of the method whereby the user selects the Coanda airflow.

FIG. 7A is a block diagram showing the relationship between the controller 40 and a remote control 50. In FIG. 7A, the remote control 50 transmits infrared signals wirelessly. The remote control 50 has switching means for switching the airflow direction. Specifically, the remote control has a display 52 for displaying airflow direction selection menus and a cursor 52a for indicating one of the airflow direction selection menus, so that the user can select the airflow direction.

First, the user uses the cursor 52a to select "Coanda airflow direction setting" from the menus displayed on the display 52. A detailed description is omitted because the techniques for selecting and confirming menus through the remote control 50 are widely publicly known.

FIG. 7B is a front view of the display 52 showing sub-menus of the "Coanda airflow direction setting" menu. In FIG. 7B, first through fifth Coanda angles are prepared in advance in the sub-menus of the "Coanda airflow direction setting" menu and the first Coanda angle is indicated and confirmed with the cursor 52a, whereby the Coanda vane 32 assumes the first orientation shown in FIG. 6A, creating a Coanda airflow in a first direction corresponding to the first Coanda angle.

(4-2) Second orientation and third orientation of Coanda vane 32

Next, FIG. 6B is a side view of the installation space of the air-conditioning indoor unit, showing the airflow direction of the Coanda airflow when the Coanda vane 32 assumes the second orientation. The second orientation of the Coanda vane 32 in FIG. 6B is implemented by indicating and confirming the second Coanda angle with the cursor 52a in FIG. 7B. The Coanda airflow created when the Coanda vane 32 is in the second orientation is equivalent to the Coanda airflow described in the section "(3-2-2) Coanda airflow ceiling blowing." When the second Coanda angle is selected, the controller 40 turns the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 until the tangent L1 to the front end E1 of the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is horizontal, and then turns the Coanda vane 32 until the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the outer surface 32a is oriented forward and upward, as shown in FIG. 3D. Therefore, even when the direction of the tangent L1 to the front end E1 of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is forward blowing, the blown air is blown out in the direction of the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the outer surface 32a of the
Coanda vane 32, i.e. toward the ceiling due to the Coanda effect, because the direction of the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the Coanda vane 32 is forward-upward blowing.

Once a Coanda airflow has been created, the direction of the Coanda airflow can be adjusted by varying only the angle of the Coanda vane 32, without moving the airflow direction adjustment vane 31. For example, FIG. 8A is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 when the Coanda vane 32 is in the third orientation. In FIG. 8A, the third orientation of the Coanda vane 32 is further downward than the second orientation. For the sake of comparison in FIG. 8A, the Coanda vane 32 in the second orientation is shown by double-dashed lines, and the Coanda vane 32 in the third orientation is shown by solid lines.

Assuming a Coanda airflow is reliably created with the second orientation and the orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 does not change, it is clear that the Coanda airflow in the third orientation, which is further downward than the second orientation, does not break away from the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32. Thus, when Coanda airflow ceiling blowing is to be implemented, it is achieved by selecting either the second Coanda angle or the third Coanda angle with the cursor 52a in FIG. 7B.

In the present embodiment, it is assumed that the second orientation and the third orientation of the Coanda vane 32 are selected to send conditioned air far. For example, when there is both a great height distance from the blow-out port 15 to the ceiling and a great opposing distance from the blow-out port 15 to the opposite wall, the orientation of the Coanda vane 32 is preferably the second orientation. On the other hand, in cases such as when there is a small height distance from the blow-out port 15 to the ceiling and a great opposing distance from the blow-out port 15 to the opposite wall, the orientation of the Coanda vane 32 is preferably the third orientation. Thus, the user can select the orientation of the Coanda vane 32 via the remote control 50 in accordance with the size of the indoor space, and conditioned air can therefore be spread evenly throughout the air conditioning target space in addition to the air-conditioning indoor unit being easily usable.

Switching between the second orientation and the third orientation of the Coanda vane 32 is also useful when the following such situation has occurred.

FIG. 9A is a side view of the installation space of the air-conditioning indoor unit, showing the airflow direction of the Coanda airflow when the Coanda vane 32 assumes an upward orientation. In FIG. 9A, the Coanda vane 32 drawn with the double-dashed lines is in the second orientation (see FIG. 6B). At this time, the Coanda airflow is heading toward a hanging lighting device 110 installed in the ceiling of the room, and there is therefore a risk
that the lighting device 110 will swing and cause unease to an occupant of the room. In such cases, the third orientation can be selected to ensure that the Coanda airflow does not head toward the hanging lighting device 110.

(4-3) Fourth orientation and fifth orientation of the Coanda vane 32

Furthermore, FIG. 6C is a side view of the installation space of the air-conditioning indoor unit, showing the airflow direction of the Coanda airflow when the Coanda vane 32 assumes the fourth orientation. The fourth orientation of the Coanda vane 32 in FIG. 6C is implemented by indicating and confirming the fourth Coanda angle with the cursor 52a in FIG. 7B. The Coanda airflow created when the Coanda vane 32 is in the fourth orientation is equivalent to the Coanda airflow described in the section "(3-2-1) Coanda airflow forward blowing." When the fourth Coanda angle is selected, the controller 40 turns the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 until the tangent L1 to the front end E1 of the inner surface 31b of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is more forward and downward than horizontal, and then turns the Coanda vane 32 until the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32 is substantially horizontal, as shown in FIG. 3C. Therefore, even when the direction of the tangent L1 to the front end E1 of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 is forward-downward blowing, the blown air is blown out in the direction of the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32, i.e., horizontally, due to the Coanda effect, because the direction of the tangent L2 to the front end E2 of the Coanda vane 32 is horizontal.

Once a Coanda airflow has been created, the direction of the Coanda airflow can be adjusted by varying only the angle of the Coanda vane 32, without moving the airflow direction adjustment vane 31. For example, FIG. 8B is a side view of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the Coanda vane 32 when the Coanda vane 32 is in the fifth orientation. In FIG. 8B, the fifth orientation of the Coanda vane 32 is further downward than the fourth orientation. For the sake of comparison in FIG. 8B, the Coanda vane 32 in the fourth orientation is shown by double-dashed lines, and the Coanda vane 32 in the fifth orientation is shown by solid lines.

Assuming a Coanda airflow is reliably created with the fourth orientation and the orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 does not change, it is clear that the Coanda airflow in the fifth orientation, which is further downward than the fourth orientation, does not break away from the outer surface 32a of the Coanda vane 32. Thus, when Coanda airflow forward blowing is to be implemented, it is achieved by selecting either the fourth Coanda angle or the fifth Coanda angle with the cursor 52a in FIG. 7B.
As is clear from the description above, the orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 varies with the first orientation, the second orientation, and the fourth orientation of the Coanda vane 32. In other words, the Coanda airflow created by the Coanda vane 32 can be directed in any direction by the combination of the orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and the orientation of the Coanda vane 32.

(4-4) Special actuation

FIG. 9B is a side view of the installation space of the air-conditioning indoor unit, showing the airflow direction of the Coanda airflow when the Coanda vane 32 swings in the ceiling-blowing orientation. In FIG. 9B, when the air-conditioning indoor unit 10 is used for a long period of time while remaining in an orientation that directs the Coanda airflow toward the ceiling, the dirt in the area of the ceiling surface that is constantly exposed to the Coanda airflow becomes more conspicuous than in other areas, and the room is aesthetically compromised. There is also a possibility of dew condensation due to cold air continually contacting one area of the ceiling.

In view of this, in the present embodiment, the orientation can be made to regularly vary while the Coanda vane 32 remains in the ceiling-blowing orientation, due to the user selecting the "ceiling Coanda swinging" menu (see FIG. 7B) from the remote control 50. As a result, localized soiling and/or dew condensation on the ceiling can be suppressed with the air-conditioning indoor unit 10.

(5) Characteristics

(5-1)

In the air-conditioning indoor unit 10, the controller 40 performs a control so as to bring the direction of the Coanda airflow to a first direction by bringing the orientation of the Coanda vane 32 to a first orientation, and to bring the direction of the Coanda airflow to a second direction different from the first direction by bringing the orientation of the Coanda vane 32 to a second orientation different from the first orientation. At this time, the orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 may vary with the first orientation and the second orientation of the Coanda vane 32. The orientation of the Coanda vane 32 is selected by the remote control 50. In the air-conditioning indoor unit 10, the Coanda airflow can be varied to a direction suitable for surrounding conditions such as the size and/or shape of the air conditioning target space.

(5-2)

In the air-conditioning indoor unit 10, the controller 40 adjusts the orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane 31 and/or the Coanda vane 32 in the ceiling-blowing
orientation to regularly vary the position reached by the Coanda airflow. Therefore, in this air-conditioning indoor unit 10, localized soiling and dew condensation on the ceiling can be suppressed by regularly varying the surface contacted by the airflow.

(6) Modifications

(6-1) First modification

In the above embodiment, the second orientation and third orientation of the Coanda vane 32 are selected to send conditioned air far, and the user can, via the remote control 50, select the orientation of the Coanda vane 32 in accordance with the size of the indoor space.

However, there could also be cases in which the second orientation and third orientation of the Coanda vane 32 are not suitable for a specified indoor space. In view of this, in the first modification, the size of the indoor space where the air-conditioning indoor unit 10 is installed is inputted in advance from the remote control 50, and the angles of the Coanda vane 32 in the second orientation and third orientation are thereby automatically corrected to angles suitable for this indoor space.

FIG. 10A is a front view of the display according to the first modification, showing sub-menus of the "Coanda airflow direction setting" menu. In FIG. 10A, a "room size input" menu 54 is included among the sub-menus of the "Coanda airflow direction setting" menu. The user can input the room size from the display 52 by indicating and confirming the "room size input" menu 54 with the cursor 52a. The room size is preferably defined by the height distance from the blow-out port 15 to the ceiling, and the opposing distance from the blow-out port 15 to the opposite wall, for example.

(6-2) Second modification

Commonly, the standard height from the floor of a room to the ceiling is 2 m 40 cm and the air-conditioning indoor unit 10 is installed at a height so that the gap to the ceiling surface is about 10 cm. Therefore, storing the installation height of the air-conditioning indoor unit 10 in advance in memory 40b (see FIG. 7A) makes it possible for a calculation unit 40a (see FIG. 7A) to calculate the height distance from the blow-out port 15 to the ceiling, and the user therefore needs only to input the opposing distance to the opposite wall from the blow-out port 15.

FIG. 10B is a front view of the display according to the second modification, showing sub-menus of the "Coanda airflow direction setting" menu. In FIG. 10B, an "opposing distance input" menu 56 is included among the sub-menus of the "Coanda airflow direction setting" menu. The user is able to input the opposing distance from the display 52 by indicating and confirming the "opposing distance input" menu 56 with the cursor 52a. In
other words, the user inputs only the opposing distance in advance, and the angles of the Coanda vane 32 in the second orientation and third orientation are thereby automatically corrected to angles suitable for this indoor space.

(6-3) Third modification

Furthermore, if it is possible for the opposing distance to be measured by a sensor, there will not be a need to input the opposing distance as in the second modification, and the air-conditioning indoor unit will be even more easily usable.

FIG. 10C is a block diagram showing the relationship between the controller 40, a distance sensor 42, and the remote control 50. In FIG. 10C, an "opposing distance automatic input" menu 58 is included among the sub-menus of the "Coanda airflow direction setting" menu. The user indicates and confirms the "opposing distance automatic input" menu 58 with the cursor 52a, whereby the distance sensor 42 measures the distance from its own position to the opposite wall surface, the distance is stored in the memory 40b, and the opposing distance from the blow-out port 15 to the opposite wall is calculated by the calculation unit 40a. In other words, the user does not need to input the opposing distance but needs only to select the "opposing distance automatic input" menu 58, whereby the angles of the Coanda vane 32 in the second orientation and the third orientation are automatically corrected to angles suitable for the indoor space.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

The present invention is useful as a wall-mounted air-conditioning indoor unit.
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40 Controller
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50 Remote control
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CLAIMS

1. An air-conditioning indoor unit having a Coanda effect utilization mode that utilizes the Coanda effect which is a phenomenon where, if there is a wall surface near the flow of a gas, the gas tends to flow in a direction along the wall surface even if the direction of the flow and the direction of the wall surface are different, to guide, in a predetermined direction, a flow of outlet air blown out from an air outlet, the air conditioning indoor unit comprising:
   - a blow-out port from which blown air is blown out;
   - a Coanda vane being provided in proximity to the blow-out port, the Coanda vane for making the blown air into a Coanda airflow along a bottom surface thereof via the Coanda effect; and
   - a controller for performing a control so as to bring a direction of the Coanda airflow to a first direction by bringing an orientation of the Coanda vane to a first orientation, and to bring the direction of the Coanda airflow to a second direction different from the first direction by bringing the orientation of the Coanda vane to a second orientation different from the first orientation,
     wherein, during the Coanda effect use mode, height positions of the rear end of the Coanda vane are different between the first orientation and the second orientation.

2. The air-conditioning indoor unit according to claim 1, further comprising a movable airflow direction adjustment vane for varying a vertical direction of the blown air; wherein an orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane varies with the first orientation and the second orientation of the Coanda vane.

3. The air-conditioning indoor unit according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising a remote control for remotely operating the direction of the Coanda airflow; wherein the orientation of the Coanda vane is selected by the remote control.

4. The air-conditioning indoor unit according to claim 3, wherein the remote control has size input means for inputting a size of an air conditioning target space; and
   the controller selects the orientation of the Coanda vane on the basis of the size of the air conditioning target space when the size of the air conditioning target space is inputted via the size input means.
5. The air-conditioning indoor unit according to claim 3, wherein the remote control also has distance input means for inputting an opposing distance from the blow-out port to an opposite wall forward from the blow-out port; and
   the controller determines the orientation of the Coanda vane on the basis of the opposing distance when the opposing distance is inputted via the distance input means.

6. The air-conditioning indoor unit according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising a distance sensor for measuring a distance from the blow-out port to an opposite wall forward from the blow-out port; wherein
   the controller determines the orientation of the Coanda vane on the basis of a value measured by the distance sensor.

7. The air-conditioning indoor unit according to claim 1, wherein the orientations of the Coanda vane include at least a ceiling-blowing orientation for bringing the Coanda airflow to the ceiling; and
   the controller adjusts an orientation of the airflow direction adjustment vane and/or the orientation of the Coanda vane in the ceiling-blowing orientation to regularly vary a position reached by the Coanda airflow.
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FIG. 10C